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CHARLOTTE, NC, UNITED STATES, May 24, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- In a must-see intensifying,
enthralling and eye-opening trailer of David Pliner's
Short, Short Tales, readers will capture an intimation of
the book's essence as it presents the extracted colors,
emotions and tone present in every page of the book.

Short, Short Tales is an anthology that is blended with
funny remarks, vulgar comments and a slingshot of
satirical writing. It contains the author's experiences and
interpretations covering various events such as:
corruption, pollution, greed, loneliness, discrimination,
futility, sex and the likes. All these are perfectly depicted
in the trailer. Its scenes and graphics will make you
explore the depths of your thoughts. The visual elements
will take you to your wildest imagination.

Pliner is indeed excited with the book trailer launch as he
hopes that the release will ignite ideas in the book lovers'
creative minds, especially those who share the same
interests as his. Two of the stories that he would highly
recommend for the readers are: The Old Mill Stream, a whimsical piece and Hogan's Choice.

About the Author:
David Pliner is now seventy-nine years old and has embarked upon a new career, and this is his
first book. Writing has been a lifelong ambition, but this is the first opportunity he had to write
as he has retired to become a full-time caregiver. He studied American and British literature and
poetry in college. He served in the US Army both active and reserve for seven years. He just
finished his new novel which is now ready for publication. If you liked Catch-22 by Joseph Heller,
you should like this novel equally well.
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